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Background and Introduction

Framework

Emergent Findings

The average cost of a modern-day video game tends to hover
around $601 – given that most video game consoles cost
around $300, just one video game costs 20% of the system
used to play it! As a result, gamers like to be well assured that
the next big video game release will actually be worth the
relatively hefty price tag. And indeed, major video game
publishers often spend fortunes in terms of time, money and
effort in attempting to convince gamers that their next big
release will be of superb quality and well worth the
investment. The largest of publishers tend to pull out all the
stops – showcasing videos of gameplay at industry
exhibitions, putting out demos, getting write-ups by respected
video game media outlets, massive advertising campaigns, etc.
However, there may be one other effective strategy in
convincing gamers of great quality (or poor quality!) yet it is
arguably cheap and incredibly subtle: the review embargo, or
as this study terms it, review prohibition periods.

This study examines whether review prohibition periods act
as indicators of quality by placing the issue under the
context of what economists term a problem of asymmetric
information and treating the prohibition periods as economic
signaling devices. The idea being that prior to release,
publishers know about the quality of their game while
gamers do not. A publisher that knows it has a good quality
game on its hands presumably wants to transfer this
information to gamers prior to release in order to increase
the chance of satisfactory sales. In contrast, a publisher that
has a poor quality game on its hands likely wants to keep
negative publicity to a low as to reduce the chances of poor
sales. Thus, there arguably exists an incentive for publishers
to have a prohibition periods set to expire before release
when the publisher knows it has a good game. Likewise,
there arguably exists an incentive for publishers to have a
prohibition period set to expire on or after release when the
publisher knows it has a poor quality game.

The table below provides descriptive statistics on some of the
data collected thus far – namely, data on Xbox One and
PlayStation 4 releases. Specifically, the tables provides the
mean, median, maximum and minimum ”Metascores” (which
are out of 100 and are essentially the average review score
calculated by Metacritic) for video games that had their first
review published prior to release and for video games that had
their first review published on or after release.

Data and Methodology

Glancing at the table, it does appear that review prohibition
periods may serve as an indicator of quality. Indeed, games in
this dataset that had their first reviews be published before their
respective release dates scored, on average, nearly 10 points
higher than those that had their first reviews published after
their respective release dates. Another interesting fact is
demonstrated in the table below: the majority of games with
Metascores equal to or above 75 (the cutoff score at which
Metascritic deems a game to be of superb quality) had their
first reviews published prior to release.

Video game releases tend to go through a standard process in
terms of their release. In general, video game publishers will
send out what the industry terms review copies of the game to
media outlets that review video games. As the name suggests,
the idea is that media outlets get to spend some time with the
game before the actual release date so that they can publish
reviews of the game prior to release. However, there exists
one major caveat in this process: reviewers must often adhere
to the review embargo – a date, set by the publisher, which is
the first date on which reviews may be published; i.e.,
publishing reviews before this date is technically prohibited
(hence this study’s term, review prohibition period). In
general, publishers set this date prior to the release date.
Sometimes though, this date is actually on or after the release
date. This brings us to the core hypothesis of this study:
review prohibition periods appear to be a means by which to
signal – i.e., indicate - quality. More specifically, review
prohibition periods set before release appear to have the
potential of suggesting good equality while prohibition
periods set on or after the release date appear to have the
potential of suggesting subpar quality.

Data for this study is being gathered from two main sources:
VGChartz Ltd, a firm that specializes in producing estimates
and data on video game sales and Metacritic, a website that
aggregates reviews for video games from a plethora of
media outlets. This study considers video game releases for
the Xbox One and 360 consoles, and the PlayStation 3 and 4
consoles. For the sake of time, this presentation omits
discussion of emergent findings concerning sales data. After
collecting data, all observations with sales estimates of zero
are immediately removed. Following this, each observation
is assigned a random number and the first one hundred (from
lowest to greatest are taken). This subset is then examined
for any other peculiarities that may necessitate removal –
e.g., games having no Metascore are removed. An important
note concerns the fact that there is no data on review
prohibition periods. This study has remedied this by taking
the date that the first review according to Metacritic is
published as an appropriate proxy.

Metascore Data2 for Games with First Review Published
Before Release Date vs. On or After Release Date
Observations Mean Med
Max
Min
Before
76
74.81
75
95
43
Release
After
69
65.75
69
88
33
Release
All
145
75.50
72
95
33

Games with Metascores2 Equal to and/or Greater Than 75
Percent of
Observations
Observations
Before Release

39

67.2%

After Release

19

32.8%

Total

58

100%

The scatterplot above plots the difference in days between
the date of a game’s first review and its release date (i.e.,
if the first review is published one day before release the
difference is -1) against its Metascore2. Note the games
with higher scores live mostly on the left-hand side of the
plot – meaning, they had their first reviews published
before their release dates.
Summary and Going Forward
As the emergent results demonstrate, it does appear that
review prohibition periods play some sort of role as an
indictor of quality. At the very least, the initial findings
did not produce a GAME OVER for the study. Of course,
these results are not definite – and as the data displayed
demonstrates, prohibition periods do not amount to an
absolute signal – some games prove great even when their
reviews get released following release. Going forward,
the picture will get clearer as more data is collected.
Moreover, with more data this study will be able to begin
employing much more robust statistical techniques to
tease out the impacts review prohibition periods have.
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